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THs EeEVETAIAl alOLL TSOFLE
 

Historical Background
 

The present inhabitants of Ujilang Atoll are the former inhabitants of

Enewetak Atoll. Hore than twenty-five years ago they were moved en masse

from their home atoll to make way for the testing of nuclear weapons by tne

Unites States. In order to wmderstand the present situation, we must examine

the history of this group, and how they arrived at their present location.

A summary of pertinent events is herewith presented.

The Enewetak People say that they have always lived on Enewetak Atoll as

far as they know, and that "there have always been two chiefs (iroij) and

two grouns, because there are two big islands: Enjebi and snewetak."

{At one time in the distant past there was a third socio-political unit on

the southeastern part of the atoll, called Wurrin. This was absorbed by the

Enewetak group). The people state that they are the people of Enjebi Island

and the people of Enewetak Island who lived on the atoll of Enewetak. They

claim that the two grovps have never warred against each other but have

always cooperated very closely.

(For all practical purposes the Enewetak People are one group today. This

is due to intermarriage over the years and the intense in-group feeling the

people have).

According to those who know the history of their peoples; the chiefs, the

wise old men and women, and those few of the younger people who have learned

the ancient lore from their elders, four separate groups of Marshallese

arrived on Enewetak Atoll before the coming of the suropeans. These cane from

the atolls of Bikini, Ujae, Jotto, and other atolls may miles to the east of

Enewetak, These invaders, apparently castaways, either fought the Unewetak

Toast
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Enewetak was anparently discovered quite by chance by European ships

passing through the area enroute to the Orient. Krimer and Nevermann (1938:2)

-state that: ",.,. Alvaro de Saavedra found Enewetak on the first of October,

1529." There is no evidence or tradition of contact between the Spaniards

and the Enewetak People then or at any other time. It seems unlikely that

Significant contacts occurred before the nineteenth century.

The sighting of the isolated atoll was next reported in 1792 by Captain

Bond in the English ship Royal Admiral (Finsch 1893:1). Sightings followed

and were duly reported by other dnglish captains during the remainder of the

century.

These eighteenth century contacts are not a part of the oral tradition of

the Enewetak People, and as far as can be discerned, had very little, if any

effect on-their culture. There may have been some genetic admixture as was

often the case when European shivs visited Pacific Islands. This, however,

must remain Within the realm of speculation.

The early infrequent contacts were followed by more frequent and purposeful

visits especially in the latter part of the nineteenth century. The islands

of this part of the Pacific were opened up for trade and missionization

during this period.

The Germans formally established their administration over the Marshall

Islands in 1886 (Finsch 1893:11), and had been trading in the area for yeazxs

previously.

Enewetak informants tell of how a German warship put into Enewetak Atoll

shortly after the acquisition of the Marshalls, and confirmed the two chiefs

in their authority, giving them medals cf office.

werpim, tracers Polloewaa, breojg > in coccn to oe. slinss amd asincd the chl-zs

to tena them and sell the copra waicn would be mace, bo tne vermans. [race

goods were advanced the chiefs against the equivalent in future copra productior
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The Enewetak People thus became involved in the economy of the outside

world. They began moving from a subsistence economy to a mixed cash and sub-

sistence economy. This brought changes in the work pattern and in the con-

sumption pattern.

The Germans did not station any agent on Enewetak, nor were there ay

resident Europeans or other aliens. Foreign visitors to Enewetak were in-

frequent during the German period apparently, and the inhabitants were Left

pretty much to themselves.

The Japanese seized Enewetak, along with the rest of the German possess-

ions in Micronesia, in the fall of 1914. A few Japanese naval officials

arrived at Enewetak in 1920 and 1923 according to informants. They brought

some Japanese traders, and then departed for Japan. Japanese warships

arrived Later from time to time for short visits, but no resident admin-

strators were appointed,

Enewetak (and Ujilang) unlike the rest of the Marshalls, were admin-

istered from the Branch Bureau of the South Seas Administration (NanyoCho),

on Ponape Island in the Eastern Carolines. Infrequent trips were made to

Enewetak for administrative and commercial purposes. The contact with the

Japaness was very slight as had been the contact with German officials.

There were no Japanese officials of any kind stationed on Enewetak. There

were however a Japanese trader and two Japanese assistants. ,

The Japanese establisned no schools on the atoll but several of the

young people were sent to Ponape to attend government andPrstestant

Mission schools,

f£ weather stationwas established on Tmevttal. in tha late 192Cs and

Seven observers were stationed there,
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In the Late 1930s the Imperial Japanese High Command decided to make

Enewetak an important Link in their strategy for the conquest of the Pacific

area. During tne years 1939-1941 thousands of army, navy, marine, and

engineer corps personnel, and Korean and Okinawan Laborers poured into

Enewetak. Elaborate fortifications were installed, and a Large airfield

was constructed on Enjebi Island. Marshallese youths from all over the

Marshalls were later pressed into service as Laborers on the fortifications

on Enewetak. The local people were also conscripted.

These fortifications were assaulted and overcome when United States forces

invaded Enewetak in Febbuary of 19u).

The Japanese had refused to allow the remaining Marshallese and Enewetak

People to leave the two main islands of the atoll. It is presumed that tthey

feared the islanders would contact the enemy forces and furnish them with

information of military valie. Some of tne islanders had already fled to the

smaller islands and others were able to flee when the bombardment started,

It is said that they did provide information of military value to the invading

forces.

A number of Marshallese laborers, and natives of Enewetak Atoll were

killed or wounded during the bombardment that preceded the actual invasion

of the atoll, and during the subsequent fighting. The traumatic experience

is recalled with sadness, and memories of great fear.

After the Americans had secured Enewetak tne Marshallese laborers who

so desired, were sent home as soon as possible. The local people were fed

and housed by the Navy. They look back on this period of free and lavish

Supplies of food and clothing, such as they had never seen before, as the

o™ = 7%
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The U.S.Navy continued in the occupation of Enewetak Atoll; they cleaned

up the debris of battle, and established a huge advance base on the atoll

as the war in the Pacific continued.

The Navy continued feeding, clothing, and housing the Enewetak People

on Aomin Island, on their home atoll, until 1946 when they were moved to

Meik Island on Kwajalein Atoll, over 200 miles to the southeast, in prepar-

ation for the atomic tests to be held on Enewetak.

The Enewetak People remained on Meik for a month. They were then beturned

to Aomfin Island where they remained for less than one year. The U.S.fovernment

had decided to move them to Ujilang and to use Enewetak as a permanent

testing site for atomic weapons.

Ujilamg Atoll, whidh was uninhabited at the time, had previously been

selected as the relocation site for the displaced Bikini People, whoss own

home atoll had been appropriated earlier for atomic pxperiments.

Their leaders had been taken to inspect Ujilang, and plans had been made

for the removal of the Bikini People to the atoll after the brush had been

cleared and a village constructed. The Bikinims were now told that they

would not be resettled on Ujilang but would have to go elsewhere.

The Navy continued the work of clearing brush and constructing a village

of wooden, sheet-metal roofed structures.

The Bnewetak People were told to prepare to leave their atoll and relocate

on Ujilang. Many of them have told me "We did not give the Navy any trouble

when they told us to leave mnewetak. We hated to go, but we obeyed." One must

know the deep emotional attachment which all Marshallese feel toward their
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On December 21,1947, 142 Enewetak People came ashore to take up permanent

residence on Ujilang. The main island, the village site was not yet completely

cleared of brush but was completed Laber.

The coconut trees planted by the Germans and Japanese were still standing

and bearing. Seedlings of breadfruit and pandanus were bought ashore and

planted. Thus a new life began for the uprooted Enewetak People. No American

official remained on Ujilang, nor was there radio communication with the outside

world, Theres were to ensue long periods of complete isolation, and privation.

The former Enewetak inhabitants attempted to adjust to their new location.

They had, and still have, several formidable problems with which to cope.

The most obvious problem, and one which they have uppermost in their minds,

is the great disparity in the size of Ujilang and that of Enewetak. The total

dry land area of Ujilang Atoll is only 0.67 square miles and much of this is

rocky and poor. The area of the lagoon is only 25.47 square miles.

On the other hand, the total dry Land area of Enewetak Atoll is 2.26 square

milea, much of which was well suited for agricultural use.The total Lagoon

area is 387.99 square miles. (Bryan 1946:2). Both figures are obviously

considerably larger than those for Ujilang. These figures are reflected of

course in the much less abundant production of food, and the food potential,

especially from the reefs, lagoon, and surrounding sea on Ujilang.

Logistics is another major problem. The geographical location of Ujilang

in relation to the sources of needed imported foodstuffs and other commodities

is unfavorable,

The trend toward increase in population size and the consequent pressure

upon the natural resources has bacn 2 matter ol connarn.

L

Less of course the islaids that have been destroyeu oy nuclear
weapons testing or danazed in the course of the testing.
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The administration has attempted to upgrade copra production and subsistence

agriculture for the past several years. There has been a noticeable improvement.

However the Enewetak Peopie certainly do not have the economic advantages

which they would have had if they had not been uprooted from the larger atoll.

The unfavorable economic situation and the persistent desire to return

to Enewetak finally stimulated aggressive action by the people. They threatened

to evacuate the atoll in 1967 and in 1968 the leaders petitioned the United

Nations for assistance in returning to Enewetak. In 1968 they again threatened

to evacuate the atoll and come to Majuro. Economic help was given them by &he

administration. Relief shipments of food were sent to the community. An ex

gratia payment of $1,020,000 was made them in 1969. This was placed in a

trust fund, the interest of which has helped. Monies were also allocated for

the construction of badly needed public facilities on the atoll. The Ujilang

comunity assumed the responsibility for doing the actual Labor involved.

These efforts to ameliorate the situation, while welcome, did not lessen

the desire of the people to return to their ancestral homeland, They continued

to press for this goal, Discussions and meetings were held witn government

officials, The long awaited answer reached Majuro on April 19th L972 when

the High Commissioner informed the District Administrator that Enewetak

Atoll would be returned to its former inhabitants in 1973.

This marked the beginning of a new and better life for these displaced

people, and an end to their long years of exile.
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CONCLUSION

Attitudes of the Enewetak People
 

The atoll of Enewetak, from which the inhabitants were uprooted over a

quarter of a century aso, is a "paradise lost" to these exiles. The unewetak

People, who now live on the much smaller and much less productive atoll of

Ujilang desperately want, indeed yearn, to return to their ancestral homeland.

They have stated that they wish to send an advance party to the atoll to help

with the work of rehabilitation as soon as the program begins.

The people are naturally greatly concerned, indeed disturbed, about the

damage and destruction to the atoll. antire islands are missing, destroyed

completely by nuclear testing. Others have been reduced to sandspits, ang

still others have been severély damaged.

They are very Worried about the threat of additional damage and destBuction

by the PACH Program (Pacific Craterinz ixperiments). -\ program which they

have unanimously and unequivocally denounced and rejected. However they have

a positive approach to the rehabilitation of the atoll. They want the work

to be started as soon as possible.

The relinguishment of Bikini Atoll by the military, the cleanup and agri-

cultural program there and the planned future return of the exiled Bikini

People to their home atoll have deepened the discontent of the xnewetak

People with their lot over the past few years. The official announcement

of the relinquishment of snewetak this year and the preliminary discussions

and meetings regarding the rehabilitation of Hnewetak have intensified the

attitudes of the Inevetak People concerning return to their atoll.

They feel that their return to their ancestral homeland is long overdue.

“8opi
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The pepplation is, as can be seen, about evenly divided as to sex. It

is a young population with many young children and very few old people.

A complete census with tie name, age, sex, and location of each person as

of November 1972 is attached to this report. These data can be used for

more detailed statistical breakdown and evaluation if so desired,

The Enewetak population shares the upward population trend of the rest

of the Marshall Islands and bicronesia. this is clearly seen in the census

record as follows:

mewetak AtoLL Population
 

 

Year total Sounce

1920 LOY Japanese Consul-Ueneral Honolulu 1956,
L325 96 ° " (Personal Correspondence)
L930 L108 "

1935 OL * n

1247 Lie U.S.uavy (At time of removal to Ujilmg).
1952 169 Jei.Pobin on Ujilang.
1955 139 J.A.Tobin * "
L971 2oh TYofficiel census (Un Ujilans onlry).

L972 32 JeA.fobin (Jotal, Ujilang and elsew.ere).
i" 30 . (On Ujilanz only).

With the precent vopulation configuration and the bixch rate greatly

exceeding the death rate, future population increase can be anticipated.

+

There are no available cata which would explain the marked fluctuation
in the population. However, menbers of tus comnunity Left the atoll for
extended periods, at different tines to work on the copra plantations
on Ujilans, end to visit Ponace, from which Unewetak Was administered.
The population of tnewetek wes also increased when workers returned f0m

Ujilang permanently with Ujilan,: svouses,.
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The Gene Pool

As far as we know the gene pool of the Enewetak People began changing,

after centuries of isolation, during the German period. Contact was made

with the people of Ujilang, wome of whom married into the Enewetak group

and moved to Enewetak with their Enewetak spouses and children. Marriages

with other outsiders, mostly Carolinians from the Ponape District followed,

especially during the Japanese period, Several males from tne Ponape District

took up residence on Enewetak and remained there with their spouses and child-

fen.

Improvement of transportation facilitated travel. A number of Enewetak Atoll

children went to schoo] on Ponape. There was an increase invyrisitors to the

atoll from tne Marshalls and from the Ponape District. These factors contri-

buted to outmarriage and change in the gene pool, as they do today. It is

highly probable that this trend will continue. (The census data included in

this paper reflect this trend). Non-Mieronesiam Mongoloid and Caucasoid

components which are not tabulated in the census data have also been added

to the Mmewetak gene pool.

There has been a marked increase in movement outside of the atoll of

Ujilang with residence elsewhere within the past decade or so. A small group

of Enewetak People Live on Majuro, and a number of children attend schools

on that atoll. Outmarriages have resulted from this change in residence,

This trend will also probably cbntinue. However the majority of the people

live permanently on Ujilang Atoll today. It is highly probable that they

will follow the pattern of remaining together after return to Enewetak.

TH . ‘ : . . - « ry x .
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additional change to the Enewetak gene pool in the years to come.
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Settlement Pettern
 

Land use rights are possessed by people in moi'e than one piece of Land and

on different islands tnroughout the atoll. These rivhts are owned and held

by kin groups. The Land parcels are worked by the members of the Lineage

which holds these rights which are inherZted al birth primarily. The traditional

pattern of habitation is for households (fenily croups) to live on their

Llanc, not in a village cluster. That is, to live in a scattered pattern.

The community buildings, church, school, dispensary, Wamchouse, and the

like are however normally centralized for convenience and access to all.

This pattern is obviously desirable from the point of view of envernn-

mental sanitation and public health. It is the pattern followed on Ujiimng

today and will probably be perpetuated m iGnewetak,

The typical Marshallese land holding, or wito , consists of a strip of

Land stretching across the island from la;jcon to ocean, and varying in size

from about one to five or more acres in extent. The resources of all of the

ecological zones of the islend are thus available to each corporate Land

holding group, the lineaze, as well as ready access to bath lagoon and

ocean beach. This method of equitable distribution of natural resources is

aialagous to that involved in strip Lranaing in medieval Surope,

A similar allocation of resources prevailed in aboriginal Havaii, and exists

on other iiicronesian atolls today.

infrequently, the Land parcel is diviced into two or more portions with

transverse bouncery Lines. Tris usually cccurs when tne island is a very

wide one. The white -boundaries are marked by Lily plants (Crinum asiaticun),
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the position of the land holdings. This has been done by the Bikini

People after practically all other markers had been obliterated. The

returning Hnewetak People will presumably do likewise.

The Location of boundaries is common knowledge within the comunity,

and "boundary pushing," which is practiced in other parts of Micronesia,

is practically unheard of in the Marbhalls. Each land parcel has its own

name and history of the circumstances under which it came into the lineage

which now controls it. This information is also a very important part of

the corpus of knowledge of the atoll.community. It is not written down

but is transmitted orally from generation to generation.

At the Enewetak Rehabilitation Planning Conference held in Honolulu,

February 21-22, 1973 the following statement regarding future village

settlenent pattern was made by Ujilang (gnewetak) Magistrate Smith Gideon:

t We /the Enewetak Atoll People 7 held three meetings prior to
my departure from Ujilang for this mseting. We decided What the
settlement :pattern;the village locations would be on snewetak
in the future. The are: one on enjebi Island, one on Hedren
Island (Parry), and one on Enewetak Island.
Japtan (David) will be @& termorarvy lecetion from the beginning
of the program. The workers from Ujilang will be housed there.
They will wait on Japtan, and will live there until the rest of

the atoll is ready for occupancy."

The Magistrate, and Scribe John Abraham also made it clear that while

the village sites would be as indicated, all of the islands (and reefs)

of the atoll would be used and exploited after the people have returned

to Enewetak,

They emphasized tne fact that the dedision of settlement pattern had

been reached by the community on Ujilang following a series of lenethy

meetings.

DOE ARCHIVES
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I predict that the "temporary" settlement on Japtan, at present a very

pleasant island with good facilities, will become a permanent settlement.

If the amount of radioactivity on Enjebi whould prevent habitation at

this time, and for a significant period of time in the future, the estab-

lishment of a settlement there of course will not be possible. The snjebi

People may decide to live on Enewetak Isiand, this is most probable, because

of the excellent facilities there, or on another island in the northern

sector of the atoll within their traditional sphere. It should be noted

that this sector has suffered the most damage from the nucléer weapons testing

program.

It should be noted that the Enewetak Atoll People have Lived together in

one settlement on one island on Ujilang Atoll as a matter of expediency. for

over a quarter of a century. A boundary was set through the middle of the

main island with half of the island and half of the satellite islands alloca-

ted to each group. (See Map Number 4). The community buildings: church,school,

dispensary, meeting Qcouncil) house, and warehouses are located on the common

area near the dividing line. This arrangement has apparently wrked out

very well.

The definitive answer to the question of settlement pattern upon return to

Enewetak, if any obstacles to the present planning occur, must of course

come from the people themselves,

Pattern of Exploitation of the Natunal Resources
Economic Potential
ncothecoconustrees and other food bearing trees and plants have been almost

completely destroyed on Enewetak Atoll. Most of the islands have become over-

grown with vegetation, and are littered with debris which must be removed before

replanting can begin. This will be a formidable task which will cxtend over 2fe

ae. mt
bong poriol of ti.:. The swewetak leaders neva suressec their desire to be

involves in vnis work, and indeed taney should be. snis will provide a cash



‘income, some skills training, and a tremendous .psychological boost to them. It

WLLL be of great value to the planners and directors of the rehabilitation program

as well.
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The Rnewelak Feople will want all available areas of the avoll to be

cleared and planted as soon as possible. Yiis will hasten the rehabilita~

‘tion of the veople on their home atoll, and showld be expedited.

The Larger isloards such as xnewetal anc Enjebpi have the greatest economic

potential in terms of copra procuction. The sudller islands were also

Valuable sources for tcod and copra in the wast ona should be in the fubure

providing of courses they are safe fron a radioactive voint of view.

Unfortunately several of the isLands have been counplebcly destroyed or

ruined for agricultural purposes as a result of the explosion of atomic

weapons.

tae wcoll which were not used for agrisul-r
yTne smaller islaids and islets o

tural puroosss uo ony Significant extat will continue to provide seabirds

and turtles oud cicir eves. These are important in the diet.

The surrouncins rosts of the Lagoon teen with fish and other marine

feena as woll. Pnis is .n oxtreaely important factor in tne local econony

and the well being of tis hnewetak People. It will be crucial in the success-

whe Lormer jhkabltents of the atoll. Tne abundance and

Variety of the warine fama on Enevetak is invariasly central to my dis-

cussicn of thet atoll by its former inhabitants. The rich naturel resources

of Bnewet &Gar aie aLWs. "S COWsare WLoh
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Pattern of Oxolotiseion
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make copra (the cas

The murine resourc

intensively.

A semi-mierntory

in that the other

from time to tame.

i crou) and practice a non-intensive type of a-sriculture.

es of sea, Lasoon, and surrounding reefs are exploited

abural resources is followed

sanller or satellite islands of the atoll are visited

‘he holders of Laid rights in these islands make copra

and gather breadtruit, paidanus, coconuts, orrowroot and other vegetable

foods in season. Clearing of brush and planting is also done during tnese

Visits. The warine resources are also exploited. Scecial expeditions are

also made to gather turtle and seabird eps and to capture these creatures.

Houses ang water

x. the more econonrically important of tr

The visits to these is

Work to be accompli

Weather conditions

main settlenent is

catcimments usually of a fairly simple nature are found

r
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t
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n C tA <j fo £ <“y in duration according to the anount of

sued or toe anount of food available on the isLand,.

ave also 4 depzermining Zactor. ‘travel to or from the

Sonetines unlcasible coc to unfavorable weather.

It should be exphasiged that this is a hignly mobile population, as

are miost }arshallese. Phere will be a reat deal of travel bebween all of

the islands of kmewetax AtoLL throughout the year aid every year.
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The Biet

It is difficult to estimate the degree of utilization of local versus

imported foods. One can say however that the mnewetak People will use

imported foods to a mucn greater degree than they did before they were

moved from the atoll. This is the trend throughout the Marshalls. It is

seen in the orientation toward a cash economy, based upon copra production

and wage Labor. The Enewetak People have a cash income from trust funds of

over 360,000 per year with which to buy imported foods md other items.

The proceeds from copra sales are also used for these purchases,

Rice, flour, sugar, coffee, tea, canned meats, canned milk and otner tiems

are staples in the diet of the tmewetak People and have been for many years.

They cannot be considered to be luxuries, Rice is eaten in Larke quantities

often three times a day.

It.is likely that the abundance of fish and shellfish on snewetak will

mean a reduction in the purchase of canned fish, and even canned meat, The

availability of pork and domestic fowl locally would also probably affect

canned meat purchases.

The use of wildfowl and turtles will also probably mean a decrease in

canned meat purchases. It should be noted that canned meats and fish are

quite expensive in the Marshalls, These, and other consumer goods must be

amported over vast distances. This is reflected in the cost to the consumer

on the atolls, especially the outer atolls.

There Will probably be a marked increase in the amount of marine products

eaten because more will be available, This is of course because of the much

nyt ca ator c 2 - : . ae tome e. . wes cle oe bone .lerger sise of tne Lajoon anc orocler 22) oat. ton pecans
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commensurate with the much large land area of Hnewetak Atoll.
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It is anticipated that a great deal more impprted foods such as rice and

flonr will be consumed to replace tne amounts of lodal vegetable foods that

Will not be available on Enewetak for a number of years.

It will more than likely be necessary to institute a supplemental feeding

program to supplement these needs as part of the rehabilitation program.

As indicated earlier coconuts, pandanus, arrowroot and breadfruit are

the main vegetable foods used. Bananas, squash, and papaia are used but to

a lesser extent. Pandanus and arrowroot were especiaily important on mnewetak

and grew in large numbers. Breadfruit and taro and bananas were rare but the

people have developed these plants on Ujilang. They like them and will want

to have them upon their return to Enewetak.

One can safely assume that if local foods are available, as they will be

eventually, the people will eat them, as well as the imported foods. They

enjoy both kinds of foods and will not allow any of it to go to waste. They

possess techniques for processing and preserving surplus crops such as

breadfruit, pandmas, and arrowroot.

The agricultural resources on Snewetak Atoll today, in dramatic contrast

to the marine resources, are practically nonexistent. There are a very few

bearing coconut trees, There are to my knowledge no edible vakieties of

pandanus, There are no breadfruit trees, nor any other food bearing trees

or plants with the exception of a negligible amount of arrowrcot.

Various kinds of plants are used in the preparation of medicines, Tnese

are used both internally and externally. The Marshallese pharmacopoeia includes

the ubiquitous Tournefortia. /Hesserschmidia / arventia, Scasvola frutescens,
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of special interest to the marine biologist is the fact that practically

all marine products are eaten by the Enewetak People (and the rest of the

Marshallese). There are a few exceptions however. These include: Sea cucumbers

(Holothuria), and rays of all species found in the Marshalls. Puffer fisn (Wat)

are recognized as deadly poison and are never eaten.

Ciguatera is found on Enewetak Atoll (or was when the people Lived there)

according to reliable informants from that atoll. The fish affected include:

Ban (Red snapper), J8l1 (Mullet), Mao (Blue parrotfish), Jawe (Bass), Iiknouj

(Pink parrotfish), Ut6t (7), Bwai (?), and Drep (Moray Hel).

Informants have told me that tne poisonous fish on Enewetak Atoll were

found on the windward side primarily. They were allegedly found an the Enjebi

area and islands on the eastern (windward) sides of the atoll. It is said that

the leeward side, toward the south and west of the atoll was relatively free

of fish poisoning. Poisonous fish (Iikkarek) are s&id to live in both the

ocean and Lagoon reef area,

(Identification (Znglish names) are from Report of a Survey of the Fish

Poisoning Problem in the MarshaLl IsLands, US DPHEW PHS, Jan.1999, Mimeo.)

The heads of fisn are considered to be delicacies and the internal organs

(heart, liver, and brain) are eaten. The intestines of fish are not eaten

but the intestines of turtles are consumed, after cleaning and washing and

either boiling or baking.

All kinds of shellfish are eaten and everything but the "black part" of

Clams is consumed, The best area for clams and other shellfish is said to

have been in the area destroyed by the nuclear tests, in the northwestern
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Sharks are eaten by the tnewetak Atoll People. They learned how to prepare

them and eat them from Carolinians during the German period.

Porpoises are eaten. They are a delicacy as in the rest of the Marshalls.

‘They were caught in droves or surround method (jibuki). The porpoises would

come into the Lagoon through the Biken Island pass.Ifmwas their most usual

entry point. When sighted, the men woula go out in their large sailing canoes

and herd the animals into the beach area, Some of the men would jump overboard

and clap stones together under water, This would frighten the porpoises in to

the beach where they would strand themselves and be captured,

Whales were wery occas tionally stranded on Knewetak, They were eaten when

and if tne people could get to them before the meat spoiled.

It should be mentioned that the mewetak People and the:rest.of-the=

Marshatlese do not like food that is "high", that is, that has started to

spoil. Their fish, meat, and other foods are eaten only if fresh. This is in

contrast to the Trukese for example who have a taste for food that is "high,

The Enewetak People and other Marshallese, and other Micronesian groups

eat their fish raw as weil as cooked. Marine products are also preserved by

sun drying, saiting, and smoking.

The monitor lizards (Varanus indicus) which were imported by the Japanese
 

to curb rodents were never eaten by the local people or by other Marshailese.

Some of these reptiles have been reported on Japtan island within recent

years. The people dislike tnem and are arraid of then.

The mewetak People eat the coconut crab (Birgus latro) which is considered

a delicacy. Other species of crabs are used for fish bait only.
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Some of the inewetak People eat dogs. Tney also learned this from Trukese

and Tonapeans while at school on Ponape. The younger people mostly eat dogs.

Other Marshailese do not eat these animals.

The intestines of pigs are eaten by the gnewetak People. They are cleaned

and washed and either boiled or baked. This was learned from people from

Truk and Ponape who had learned to eat vig intestines from Filipinos living

on their islands. The gnewetak People also learned to eat the heads of pigs.

Previously they had discarded tne heads with the intestines. This is true

for other Marshallese as well. / internal organs: brain, Liver,/and heart

are eaten by the Hnewetak People and the rest of the Narshallese.
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Agricultural Rehabilitation
 

As mentioned previously, the mnewetak returnees willunndoubtedly want all

of the islands to be planted wherever possible. This means that ail debris

Will have to be removed, as was done on Bikini Atoll. All brush will have

to be cleared except for tne important shelter belt on tne ocean sides of

the islands, and other protective vegetative cover as deemed necessary by

the agricultural experts.

The Enewetak People will, of course, want the surface of the atoll terrain

to be restored to its original condition where possible. This means of courss

that gullies and depressions and Large holes must be filled and Leveled as

was @iso done on Bikini in the course of tne "cleanup" program of 1969.

It is expected that coconut groves will be planted initially as has been

done on Bikini. This is the most important and arduous part of the agricut-

tural rehabilitation.

ALL of the food plants mentioned previously will be desired by tne

people, and others, such as lime trees may be introduced to supplement the

diet,

The Snewetak leaders have stated tnat the minewetak People wish to beéore

directly involved in the work of Agricultural rehabilitation of their atoll,

as of course they must be. It will be to the obvious advantage of tne Adnini-

stration to have these wetl organized and enthusiastic people do the work

rather than to bring in outsiders,

It will be of mutual advantage to have the snewetak People help to rehabil:-

tate their atoll.
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Possible Proscription of Use of Islands
 

Although the snewetak People will wmt to visit ail of tne islands and

islets in the atoll and to exploit their natural resources, I believe that

if any of these areas were found to be hazardous because of remaining radia-

tion, the veople would comply with bhe restrictions which weuld be necessary

for their safety. This would be a matter of local policing by the community

itself. A thorough explanation should be made to the emtire community in

language that they can undershand so that the reasons for imposing such re-

strictions would be be clearly understend and appreciated by everyone. This

seme procedure should apply to any restrictions against eating certain foods

produced on Brewetak,

Mr.Tommy McCraw did an excellent job in explaining the radiological

hazards and prohibitions on Bikini to the Bikini exiles on Killi Island

in 1968, His advice should be solicited if the situation on imewetak should

warrant it.

pon ARCHIVE
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